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     PRESIDENT’S “SERMON”                                                                                    
     “100 DAYS OF RESISTANCE”               

   NYC ATHEISTS TRUMP ACTION PLAN                                                                    
by Kenneth Bronstein 

In April 2016, I leisurely drove back from Florida to NYC stopping along the way in many smaller communities. Every 
opportunity, I entered into conversation with the locals discussing the upcoming election. Everywhere I stopped, they wanted 
Trump. They knew he was a habitual liar, had no government experience (a plus) and was a disrupter. They wanted 
someone who would take no prisoners and shake up government. Trump would be their messiah.  
Trump quickly shrank his competition down to Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio, both with deeply religious followers. Accordingly, 
Trump began to end his speeches with “god Bless America” and to directly cultivate the Christian Right, promising them to 
nominate Conservative right-to-life judges. Since Scalia's death had left the Supreme Court with a vacant seat, Trump 
wanted a candidate in the Scalia mode, and even published a list of potential judges who would fit the profile. 
On July 21, 2016, Bill Maher hosted a special “Real Time” Wednesday night after the conclusion of the third day of the 
Republican National Convention. Michael Moore shocked the audience, predicting that Trump could win the general election, 
Maher responded that "the enemy is complacency" and was glad Moore had said it because he felt Trump "certainly could 
win. "Trump’s supporters were ready for the kill, and would vote in unprecedented numbers. Many of Hillary’s potential 
voters, on the other hand, were unenthusiastic because: 
1) Many of them had supported Bernie Sanders and refused to vote if he wasn't on the ballot.  
2) They didn't trust Hillary. 
3) The presence of Jill Stein and Gary Johnson as third-party hopefuls siphoned enough votes away from Hillary to   
      tilt the seesaw.  
In the end, a few voted for Trump, but the majority didn't vote at all. We are well aware of the outcome. So not voting for 
Hillary was voting for Trump. As we have all learned, if you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem. 

     
In our July / August 2016 NYC Atheists Newsletter, I explained the critical 
importance of being a single-ticket voter in November. 
(http://nycatheists.org/newsletters/NL-16-07.pdf) 
Only an across-the-board Democratic victory could prevent a Republican‒
controlled Congress from approving conservative Justices (like Antonin Scalia) 
to the Supreme Court. I also reminded our readers that there might be an 
additional three seats in play in the next four years. The Court could hand down 
decisions affecting our traditional rights and freedoms that would echo for 
decades. Convinced of the real possibility of these negative outcomes from a 
Trump victory, I revisited the single-ticket voter issue again in the November / 
December issue. While everyone enjoys taking credit for being right, I have 
taken little pleasure in the post-election chaos emerging from Trump's first 
month in office. 
Let's go back a few months. As I listened to Trump’s acceptance speech last 
July, I became distressed about his candidacy for President of these United 
States. In June, he had held a meeting with 1000 Evangelical leaders in New 
York City, and had finally crossed over into the Evangelical Christian 
establishment. James Dobson, author of Focus on the Family and a member of 
Trump’s Evangelical Advisory Board, announced that Trump had recently 

accepted “a relationship with Christ” and was now a “Baby Christian.” Trump 
guaranteed to support the Board’s positions on abortion; to defend the sanctity of human life; preserve religious and 
conscience-driven liberty; appoint Conservative faith-based Supreme Court Justices; and pledged to replace “our beloved 
Justice Scalia” with a person of similar views, principles and judicial philosophies. 
That’s about as clear an agenda as you can put together. The Baby Christian also owed to repeal the Johnson Amendment, 
a law which prevents tax-exempt organizations (including churches) from endorsing candidates or becoming involved in 
partisan politics. Trump complained that this law prevented Evangelicals from expressing opinions from their own pulpits. He 
further declared that the Evangelicals’ voice had been taken away and that he would work hard to repeal the amendment and 
protect free speech for all Americans. And there’s more: he claimed that Evangelical Christians had much to contribute to his 
campaign, and that their support had been a decisive factor in his winning the Republican Party’s nomination. (Please 
remember that the Republican Party platform also stated that God-rights must always be considered). 

  
 

     



 

 

=============================================================================== 
  THE ONLY DIFFERENCE - BETWEEN A CULT AND A RELIGION - THE NUMBER OF MEMBERS 
=============================================================================== 
According to Barry Lynn, executive director of Americans United for the Separation of Church and State, “Trump’s new 
position is outrageous! In 1954, then-U.S. Senator Lyndon Johnson championed a law that stops churches and other houses 
of worship from acting like miniature political action committees. The idea behind it was to ensure that the benefits of tax 
exemption should be awarded only to organizations that operate in the public interest—not partisan entities. Houses of 
worship are free to speak out on issues or focus on partisan politics, but they may not endorse candidates.” Lynn considered 
Trump’s proposals to be “short-sighted, reckless and corrosive to religious life”, and felt that the 2016 Republican platform 
sought to turn America’s houses of worship into miniature political action committees (PACs). 
American Atheists also condemned Trump’s pledge, saying that “the Johnson Amendment applies equally to religious and 
secular nonprofit organizations. Repealing this critical protection of our nation’s secular character would fundamentally 
undermine the First Amendment’s Establishment Clause and upend more than 60 years of law.” Trump reinforced his 
commitment to the Evangelicals by selecting former Catholic (now Evangelical), Indiana Governor Mike Pence as his running 
mate. While in office, Pence signed Indiana’s controversial Religious Freedom Restoration Act and opposed abortion rights 
and same-sex marriage. He also voted against measures strengthening LGBT rights, and supported federal legislation 
prohibiting same-sex marriage. His basic positions have been consistently Religious Right-friendly. 
We Atheists, deeply committed to the Separation of Church and State, were put on notice that if Trump became President we 
would be at risk when his agenda was put in place, once Conservative judges controlled the Supreme Court. And, with 
Republicans also in control of both houses of Congress and 33 states, our core issues would be under massive attack. 
       
                                                                                   DAY OF INFAMY 
 
Tuesday, November 8, 2016, was to be a celebration of the election of Hillary Clinton, the first woman to become president of 
the United States. A group of my friends decided to celebrate this event with dinner and conversation. I had a meeting which I 
wanted to attend, so I planned to join them later on, in time for the announcement of Hillary’s victory. I arrived just before ten 
o’clock, and was surprised that the electoral college results were so close.  But the correspondents assured us that, as the 
western and north central states started to report, Hillary would achieve the necessary 270 votes. Within the hour, we heard 
reports that Trump's odds were improving, but Clinton would still win. Around 11 PM, it was too close to call. Midnight, the 
biggest upset happened. All the pundits and polls were wrong. Our day of celebration had, instead, turned into a Day of 
Infamy. 
On November 9, 2017, Michael Moore (looking uncharacteristically grim), when asked how bad he thought it would be, 
answered “Very bad!”, but offered some concrete proposals about what to do once we had recovered from our shock. Moore 
is a practical guy, and had a 100-day plan at the ready. It's worth following: 
Phase 1: Demonstrations                                                                                                                                                      
Phase 2: Phone elected officials                                                                                                                                           
Phase 3: Fast reaction teams: self, plus small agile group (3-10)                                                                                         
Phase 4: Petitions, circulated fast and widely                                                                                                                        
Phase 5: Run for political office                                                                                                                                                                    
================================================================== 
                                         SITTING ON THE SIDELINES IS NOT AN OPTION 

PHASE ONE: NYC DEMONSTRATION 
We have little time to waste and I believe it's important to follow Michael Moore's advice. Our first action for Phase 1 (there 
will be more) was to demonstrate outside Trump Tower on January 22nd. Our signs pushed back at Trump's plans: 

 
§   Pledge to appoint conservative judges on the U.S. Supreme Court and other federal benches. (As the Washington  
        Post reports, there are more than 100 vacancies on the federal bench.) 
§   Backing of efforts to allow discrimination (based upon religious and moral conviction) against LGBTQ citizens.  
§   Vow to repeal the Johnson Amendment, a provision in federal law that prohibits non-profits, including houses of worship,  
        from endorsing or opposing political candidates. 
§   Defunding of Planned Parenthood. 
§   Expansion of private school voucher plans that would direct tax dollars to religious schools. 



 

 

      
================================================================= 

PHASE TWO:  PHONE CALLS / SEE (www.nycatheists.org/issuesandanswers/) 
The phone number to call your member of Congress (House or Senate) through the Capitol switchboard is: 
(202) 224-3121 (IF BUSY, CALL LATER) When you dial (202) 224-3121 you will receive an automated answer from the 
Capitol switchboard system. This system can direct you to both senators and congressmen. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Once the system answers, follow its directions and ask to be connected to your senators' or congressman's office line; a 
legislative assistant there will answer the phone. There is a recommendation that everyone CALL (not email or text) their 
federal representatives (senators and congressman) frequently—as close to every day as possible. People are organizing 
daily lists of issues on which to give your opinion, but a first effort, called “100 Days of Resistance” is at this 
site: http://www.100daysofresistance.org/ 
Sign up at the link above to be notified about topics on which to call. Of course, resistance should continue for four years. Be 
prepared to stick it out if you don't want it to have it stuck to you first. 
When you have reached the office of your senators or congressman, It is important to let them know why you are calling and 
what issue you are calling about. You will sometimes be able to speak to them directly but more often you will speak to a staff 
person in the member's office. This person keeps track of how many people called and their positions on issues, and 
provides a summary to the member. Be assured that your call does count, even if you are not able to speak directly to your 
senator or congressman. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
It is usually most effective to call your “own” senators and representatives, as each is primarily concerned with residents from 
his or her district. However, you may occasionally find it useful to call other members, if they are on a certain committee or in 
a particular position to help get a bill passed. Although you may find it easiest to always call the Capitol switchboard at (202) 
224-3121 to reach your senators or congressmen, you can also find the direct number to any member's office by consulting 
the Senate phone list or House phone list. https://www.senate.gov/senators/contact/ 
=================================================================== 
PHASE THREE: FAST REACTION TEAMS 
1) YOU 
2) SET UP A SMALL, CLOSE GROUP OF 3-10 INDIVIDUALS 
3) YOU: KEEP A VIGIL ABOUT BREAKING NEWS  
     ALERT YOUR SMALL GROUP TO IT    
4) YOU, PLUS YOUR SMALL GROUP, CALL ELECTED OFFICIALS 
     (YOUR SMALL GROUP SHOULD ALSO SET UP ITS OWN SMALL GROUPS) 
=================================================================== 
PHASE FOUR: NYC ATHEISTS PETITIONS  
Will be on NYC Atheists web site - http://nycatheists.org/petitions/ 
=================================================================== 
PHASE FIVE: RUN FOR POLITICAL OFFICE  
Start at the local level: school board, community board, etc. Then, when you've learned how things work and feel 
empowered, move up. Taking and maintaining action has never, in the history of our country, been more important to making 
sure it remains the democracy it was meant to be when the Constitution was signed. It's far from perfect, but it's what we 
have had since 1787 that has distinguished America from all the others. We are now in clear and present danger of losing 
our country to unconstitutional (and borderline illegal) individuals who have something very different in mind for our future. 
Without an ongoing commitment to pushing back, we cannot—as Americans and Atheists—take our freedoms and our rights 
for granted. As George Santayana said some years ago, “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it 
Churchill was fond of that quote, and so am I. Churchill was fond of that quote, and so am I.  
                                         



 

 

                                                                                                      

                       
                    THANK DONALD FOR MAKING AMERICA GREAT 
                                                                        UNKNOWN SOURCE	
	
               "I can't believe I'm saying this, but it looks like Trump is actually making America great    
                    again. Just look at the progress made since the election:  
               1. Unprecedented levels of ongoing civic engagement.  
               2. Millions of Americans now know who their state and federal representatives are  
                      without having to google.  
               3. Millions of Americans are exercising more. They're holding signs and marching  
                      every week.  
               4. Alec Baldwin is great again. Everyone's forgotten he's kind of a jerk.  
               5. The Postal Service is enjoying the influx cash due to stamps purchased by millions  
                     of people for letter and postcard campaigns.  
               6. Likewise, the pharmaceutical industry is enjoying record growth in sales of anti- 
                     depressants.  
               7. Millions of Americans now know how to call their elected officials and know exactly  
                    what to say to be effective.  
               8. Footage of town hall meetings is now entertaining.  
               9. Tens of millions of people are now correctly spelling words like emoluments,  
                      narcissist, fascist, misogynist, holocaust and cognitive dissonance.  
             10. Everyone knows more about the rise of Hitler than they did last year.  
             11. Everyone knows more about legislation, branches of power and how checks and  
                      balances work.  
             12. Marginalized groups are experiencing a surge in white allies.  
             13. White people in record numbers have just learned that racism is not dead.  
             14. White people in record numbers also finally understand that Obamacare IS the   
                       Affordable Care Act.  
             15. Stephen Colbert's "Late Night" finally gained the elusive #1 spot in late night talk  
                       shows, and Seth Meyers is finding his footing as today's Jon Stewart.  
             16. "Mike Pence" has donated millions of dollars to Planned Parenthood since Nov.  
                         9th.  
             17. Melissa FREAKING McCarthy.  
             18. Travel ban protesters put $24 million into ACLU coffers in just 48 hours, enabling  
                       them to hire 200 more attorneys. Lawyers are now heroes.  
             19. As people seek veracity in their news sources, respected news outlets are happily  
                       reporting a substantial increase in subscriptions, a boon to a struggling industry  
                       vital to our democracy.  
             20. Live streaming court cases and congressional sessions are now as popular as the  
                       Kardashians.  
             21. Massive cleanup of facebook friend lists.  
             22. People are reading classic literature again. Sales of George Orwell's "1984"  
                       increased by 10,000% after the inauguration. (Yes, that is true. 10,000%. 9th  
                       grade Lit teachers all over the country are now rock stars.)  
             23. More than ever before, Americans are aware that education is important. Like,  
                        super important.  
             24. Now, more than anytime in history, everyone believes that anyone can be  
                        President. Seriously, anyone." 
 



 

 

     ATHEIST DEMANDS 
         by Larry Shaw (NYC Atheists member) 

 
People, both religious and irreligious, often ask why Atheists join Atheist organizations such as American Atheists and New York 
City Atheists, and what their goals are. While I cannot speak for all, I can express my aims. To start, I have no desire to convert 
the religious, for such a goal is unrealistic. Religious folks rarely give up their faith, and when they do, it is often replaced by some 
other irrational, and even dangerous doctrine.  

Take the case of the Georgian seminarian Iosip Dzhugashvili, who replaced his Christian faith with an extreme communist 
ideology. Becoming a Bolshevik revolutionary under the name Joseph Stalin, he became the bloodthirsty dictator of the USSR. I 
believe that the world would have been a happier place had Dzhugashvili remained religious. 

The reason why religious folks usually stay that way (see essay, “Does God Exist?”) is because the fundamental thought process of 
religious people is different from Atheists. Put simply, we Atheists are oriented to facts, reality, and science. Religious folks are 
uncomfortable with this, preferring fantasy, that is, magical thinking. The following exemplifies this: A devoutly religious man 
explains how he became so on a war’s battlefield. Terrified by the artillery fire, he prayed that if God protected him from being 
killed, he would be for the rest of his life, a devoutly religious, moral man. Passing a tree he suddenly tripped and fell and then 
there was a blast of gunshot. Looking up he saw that the section of the tree that was bullet-ridden was level with his upper torso, 
meaning that had the soldier not fallen at this precise second he would have been killed. Interpreting this as an act of God, he kept 
his promise to be devout. As an Atheist, I would pose this question: Obviously, in order to have this effect God had to physically 
push him down, or perhaps alter the way his nerves operate, but since God is in the non-physical, spiritual realm, how could God 
have done that? How could something not physical affect the physical? 

This conundrum does not present a logical problem to a magical thinker, and this is what makes religious folks immune to 
rational arguments. 

Religious, i.e. magical, thinkers are subject to having all manner of irrational, anti-scientific beliefs, many of which can lead to 
dangerous consequences. Think of religiously inspired terrorists. And in democracies, religious folks with their tendency to rely 
on feelings rather than facts and logic, often have outlooks based on primitive emotions, leading them to become intolerant, 
sometimes violent, Atheist-hating bigots who are far more likely than Atheists to be swayed by demagogues who specialize in 
appealing to people’s raw emotions. 

That said, joining an Atheist group gives me the opportunity to interact with rational, scientific folks. The second purpose is to get 
people who are fearful of revealing their Atheism to be out with it. Most importantly, active Atheists fight to prevent the religious 
from oppressing Atheists and fostering religious, anti-scientific ideas as public policy, examples being school boards forcing 
schools to teach the unscientific religiously motivated idea of Intelligent Design in biology classes; having “In God we trust,” on 
our currency, and government fostering parochial education by providing vouchers for religious schools.  

Finally, Atheists are persecuted, and while those in the United States are for the most part free from the deadly oppression 
existing in some countries, Atheists do face negative consequences. How many politicians will admit to their lack of religious 
faith? 

 

 

                   Donald Trump, the Religious Right’s Trojan Horse                         
                                                   ATHEISM IS A CONCLUSION 
                                                                       NOT A BELIEF 

ATHEISTS HAVE NOTHING TO DIE FOR                                                                                           
WE HAVE EVERYTHING TO LIVE FOR                                                                                     

ATHEISM IS HERE AND NOW                                                                                                   
ATHEISTS ARE FACT CHECKERS                                                                                                      
WE ARE ALL BORN AS ATHEISTS 



 

 

                      Donald Trump, the Religious Right’s Trojan Horse                                
                              by Michelle Goldberg - January. 27, 2017 – NY Times 

This time a year ago, leaders of the old guard religious right were determined to stop Donald J. Trump from winning the Iowa caucuses. 
James Dobson, the founder and former president of Focus on the Family, and Tony Perkins, the president of the Family Research Council, 
joined Senator Ted Cruz as he campaigned in the state. Prominent female anti-abortion activists released an open letter, “Pro-Life Women 
Sound the Alarm: Donald Trump Is Unacceptable.” It cited, among other things, Mr. Trump’s former ownership of a casino strip club. 
Driving around Iowa that January, I heard Christian radio hosts rebuke Jerry Falwell Jr., the president of Liberty University, for giving his 
support to Mr. Trump. “Mr. Falwell, in light of Mr. Trump’s attacks on those he happens to dislike at the moment,” asked one, Michael 
L. Brown, in a plaintive open letter, “How can you point to his Christ-like character?” 

What a difference a year makes. 

Once Mr. Trump seized the Republican nomination, religious conservatives realized that their only path to federal influence lay in a 
bargain with this profane, thrice-married Manhattan sybarite. So they got in line, ultimately proving to be Mr. Trump’s most loyal 
backers. 

When, last October, a recording emerged of Mr. Trump’s boasting to a TV host about grabbing women “by the pussy,” many secular 
conservatives urged him to step aside, but most of the religious right stayed true. Ralph Reed, the founder and chairman of the Faith and 
Freedom Coalition and head of Mr. Trump’s religious advisory board, argued that for people of faith, “a 10-year-old tape of a private 
conversation with a TV talk show host ranks pretty low on their hierarchy of their concerns.” 

In November, exit polls showed that Mr. Trumpwon 81 percent of white evangelicals, more than the born-again George W. Bush garnered 
in either of his races. Mr. Brown, the radio host, remained worried about Mr. Trump’s temperament, but saw the hand of God in his 
victory. “I believe Trump has been elected president by divine intervention,” he wrote on Nov. 9. 

Mr. Trump is known for failing to honor his debts, but in this case, he’s fully repaying his Christian conservative supporters. For all his 
flagrant sinfulness, he’s assembling a near-theocratic administration, his cabinet full of avowed enemies of Church-State separation. His 
vice president, Mike Pence, agreed to address the March for Life in Washington, D.C., on Friday, becoming the highest administration 
official ever to appear at the annual anti-abortion event. And one of Mr. Trump’s first acts as president was to widely expand the so-called 
global gag rule on abortion. 

Past Republican administrations have imposed the rule on foreign organizations receiving American family planning funding, preventing 
them from discussing abortion with their clients or advocating abortion law liberalization. But George W. Bush specifically exempted 
from the rule his H.I.V./AIDS program, which would otherwise have been unlikely to meet its prevention and treatment targets. Mr. 
Trump, however, went right ahead with an executive order applying the rule to all recipients of American global health aid. 

There is a deep irony here. It was the religious right’s weakness, which meant it couldn’t play kingmaker in the primary, that made Mr. 
Trump’s nomination possible, but his victory has given the movement tremendous new power. 

The Christian right has been declared dead many times. Before this election, though, it truly seemed to be staggering toward the grave. 
According to the Pew Research Center, as of last April, barely a third of Republican voters who attended religious services weekly 
supported Mr. Trump. He had consistent evangelical support, but it tended to come from less strongly affiliated Christians — people who 
might identify as born-again, but who weren’t connected to the congregations that once formed the building blocks of the religious right, 
and who didn’t take marching orders from the movement’s leaders. 

By winning the primary over the strenuous objections of prominent Christian conservatives, Mr. Trump revealed their diminishing sway. 
When those same leaders decided to champion him, they had to shrug off everything they’d ever said about the primacy of personal 
morality in politics. Had he lost, they’d have been utterly discredited. 

But Mr. Trump didn’t lose, and now the movement that helped deliver his victory faces a deliverance of its own. President Trump may 
lack a coherent ideology, but he shares with the religious right a kind of Christian identity politics, a sense that the symbols of 
Christianity, if not its virtues, deserve cultural precedence. As he said in a speech to the Faith and Freedom Coalition’s Road to Majority 
conference in June: “We will respect and defend Christian Americans. Christian Americans.” His personnel choices suggest he meant it. 
Consider Vice President Pence, a man who regularly tries to make policy obey the dictates of faith. In 2002, he gave a speech on the 
House floor criticizing public schools for teaching evolution but not creationism, even though creationism “was believed in by every 



 

 

signer of the Declaration of Independence.” Running for Congress in 2000, Mr. Pence called for federal AIDS funding to be directed to 
groups that “provide assistance to those seeking to change their sexual behavior,” which many have understood to mean gay-conversion 
therapy, though a spokesman has said this mischaracterized his intent. When in 2002, then-Secretary of State Colin Powell endorsed the 
use of condoms to prevent sexually transmitted diseases, Mr. Pence argued (falsely) that they offer “very, very poor protection” and 
decried Mr. Powell’s support for them as “too modern of an answer.” He is, needless to say, a tireless foe of Planned Parenthood: In 2011, 
when the House voted to defund the family planning provider, the legislation was known as the Pence Amendment. 

Among senior members of the incoming administration, Mr. Pence is far from alone in opposing secular modernity. Jeff Sessions, Mr. 
Trump’s choice for attorney general, has said that the idea of a “wall of separation” between church and state “is not constitutional and is 
not historical.” He once attacked Justice Sonia Sotomayor for having a “postmodern, relativistic, secular mind-set” that is “directly 
contrary to the founding of our republic.” During Mr. Sessions’ confirmation hearing, Senator Sheldon Whitehouse, Democrat of Rhode 
Island, asked about his attitude toward the attorneys who will work for him at the Justice Department: “A secular person has just as good 
a claim to understanding the truth as a person who is religious, correct?” Mr. Sessions replied, “Well, I’m not sure.” 

Ben Carson, whom Mr. Trump has appointed to be secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development, is similarly hostile 
to church-state separation, arguing that in taking God out of government, “secular progressives have succeeded de facto in redefining part 
of the Constitution.” Betsy DeVos, the president’s pick for education secretary, is a billionaire patron of the Christian right who once 
described her work on education reform as a way to “advance God’s kingdom.” High on her agenda is redirecting public education funds 
to religious schools. 

Mike Pompeo, now confirmed as C.I.A. director, sees America as a combatant in a religious war with Islam — a view shared by Mr. 
Trump’s appointee as national security adviser, the retired general Michael T. Flynn.  [Since replaced by Lt. Gen. H. R. McMaster -- Ed.] 
“We will defend our Christian values and American exceptionalism with all our heart,” Mr. Pompeo said at a 2015 “God and Country” 
rally in Kansas. The battle for those values, he said, is “a never-ending struggle” — never ending, that is, “until the rapture.” 

Tom Price, Mr. Trump’s choice for secretary of Health and Human Services, has joined Mr. Pence in co-sponsoring bills granting full 
legal personhood to zygotes. As a Republican congressman from Georgia, Mr. Price has consistently received a 100 percent rating from 
the National Right to Life Committee. 

The resurrection of the politics of coercive piety will transform American life. Some shifts will happen through legislation. The president 
has promised to sign a bill defunding Planned Parenthood. He has indicated his backing for the reintroduction of a 2015 bill, the First 
Amendment Defense Act, which would protect those who discriminate against L.G.B.T. people for religious reasons. Mr. Trump has also 
promised to pick Supreme Court justices who will overturn Roe v. Wade; women’s constitutional right to an abortion may not survive his 
presidency. 

The Christianization of our government will also occur at an administrative level, just as it did during the Bush era, when the Justice 
Department’s Civil Rights Division was transformed. 

“The division is bringing fewer voting rights and employment cases involving systematic discrimination against African-Americans and 
more alleging reverse discrimination against whites and religious discrimination against Christians,” reported Charlie Savage, then with 
The Boston Globe (now at The Times), in 2006. Something similar can be expected under Mr. Sessions. 

Even agencies that don’t deal directly with issues of faith can be infused with religiosity. HUD, for example, regularly contracts with 
faith-based organizations; under Mr. Carson, more funds may be channeled through conservative Christian groups, with more latitude for 
proselytizing in government-funded buildings. 

With hindsight, Mr. Trump’s libertinism made him the perfect Trojan Horse for conservative values. Because he’s such an irreligious 
figure, social issues barely figured in the campaign. Even as Christian conservatives put their faith in Mr. Trump, opponents of the 
religious right’s agenda — which remains broadly unpopular — could convince themselves that Mr. Trump wouldn’t enact it. 

According to a pre-election survey, a slight plurality of Trump supporters, 48 percent, oppose defunding Planned Parenthood. Reporting 
for Slate after the election, I had the chance to watch a series of focus groups that Planned Parenthood convened with some of those 
voters. In Phoenix, a 58-year-old woman who was a staunch supporter of Planned Parenthood said she couldn’t imagine that Mr. Trump 
shared the religious right’s priorities. “He’s probably paid for a few abortions himself,” she said, provoking a peal of laughter. Presented 
with Mr. Pence’s history on reproductive rights, a 54-year-old man in the same focus group expressed astonishment. “I guess I’ve been 
living in a bubble,” he said. The religious right has been elevated to power without having to contest its ideas in an election. Sometimes,  
a deal with the devil pays off, big league. 



 

 

 TRUMP AND THE DOWNFALL OF THE UNITED STATES                                    
by Larry Shaw (NYC Atheists member) 

 
Donald Trump’s theme, “Make America great again,” is 
perhaps the most ironic of campaign slogans, for his election 
is actually a step in the possible downfall of the United 
States. In the arc of history great nations reach high points, 
and then, for assorted reasons go into decline. The election 
of Donald Trump constitutes a step in this negative 
direction.  

History shows that powerful nations inevitably develop 
weaknesses which undermine them. Liberal elements 
attempt corrections, but are thwarted by entrenched 
conservative interests. With problems unresolved, rot sets 
in, leading to widespread discontent. Eventually a 
demagogue appears who, rather than addressing the actual 
faults that have caused the problems, appeals to the bigoted 
emotions of the masses by blaming the innocent. Once the 
demagogue gains power, these scapegoats are persecuted, 
and since the real problems are not solved, the nation’s 
decline continues, sometimes to the point of collapse. 

This sad scenario is what has been happening to the United 
States. The major problems in our country were largely the 
consequence of President Ronald Reagan. Lowering the 
income tax rate on the highest earners from 70% to 28% 
(By 2012 it was down to 16.7%. Obama raised it to 39.6%), 
along with the weakening of labor unions brought extreme 
income disparity which was a major cause of the 2008 
recession. The other was poor banking regulation, leading to 
unsound banking practices. Another more long-range 
problem was insufficient technological innovation, especially 
the technology of energy creation. (Symbolically, Reagan 
removed the White House solar panels put there by Jimmy 
Carter.) Basing energy mostly on carbon creating-based 
sources instead of “renewables” has been an economic drain. 

Moreover, the excess of carbon dioxide has been causing 
weather changes that can be, in the long run, catastrophic. 
Finally, he abolished the “fairness doctrine” in broadcasting 
that insured reasonably accurate news reporting. The result 
has been widespread inaccurate right-wing ideologically 
driven news analysis. (Biased left-,wing news is less 
influential, and, according to fact checkers the percentage of 
lies is lower.) 

In his run for the Presidency, our contemporary demagogue, 
Donald Trump made no mention of these real weaknesses, 
instead promising tax cuts for the rich, increasing carbon 
fuel usage, blaming Hispanic, (especially Mexican) 
immigrants for taking American jobs, and the loss of factory 
jobs to Asian countries, especially China. Yes, many things 

formerly made in America are manufactured overseas, and 
there are instances of trade imbalances, but this is not really 
an economic problem because their factories pay much 
lower wages allowing the American consumer to pay less for 
these goods, and what they save on those purchases can be 
re-directed to buying high-end luxuries and services made in 
America.  

Furthermore, even with the loss of factory jobs, our nation’s 
output is greater than ever. It is just that with robotics, less 
workers are needed to maintain production. Therefore, 
promising that the “old” factory jobs can be brought back is 
a fiction. Trump’s other claim that immigrants take jobs 
away from native Americans is a shibboleth used against 
foreigners since the 1850’s. The truth is that immigrants are 
opportunists who only come here because there is a demand 
for people to perform jobs that native Americans do not 
want to do. (Ironically, net immigration in recent years has 
been very small.) Trump’s other claim that illegal 
immigrants are bringing a crime wave is another fiction. 

Statistically, crime is much lower among immigrants than 
native born, and there is a logical reason for this. Crime is 
risky, therefore, criminally minded folks prefer the relative 
safety of their home countries to the more dangerous 
environment of a foreign land where they are unfamiliar 
with the culture and language. 

Why do so many believe the demagogic propaganda? One 
element is a media that is often, via advertising, controlled 
by those causing the problems. But the other, more 
important one is human nature. Too many citizens who can 
grasp physical concepts have trouble with abstract 
reasoning, making them unable to intelligently understand 
law, sociology, and economics. (see my essay, “The Trump 
Phenomenon.”) At one end of the mental spectrum are the 
rational, scientific, irreligious thinkers whose grasp of 
abstract reasoning is high. At the other end are magical 
thinkers who, while embracing technology, dislike, or at the 
very least, are uninterested in the science that underlies it. 
Most are religious folks who often believe in such 
superstitions as tarot cards, astrology, and lucky charms. 
Their political judgments are based on media propaganda, 
the prejudices in the culture, or their gut feelings, all of 
which are usually erroneous. 

These magical thinkers are the least critical, and most 
susceptible to demagogues like Mr. Trump, believing his lies 
and exaggerations. Many thought that Trump’s success as a 
businessman made him better able to perform the 



 

 

Presidential duties, but running private businesses has next 
to nothing to do with being a political leader. Herbert 
Hoover was a fabulously rich self-made mining engineer.    
He failed as President. Jimmy Carter who turned a teetering 
peanut farm into a prosperous enterprise has not been 
judged a successful President. 

On the other hand we have Thomas Jefferson whose 
inherited plantation was always close to financial disaster. 
He is considered a great President. Prior to Harry S. 
Truman’s career as a county chief executive, United States 
Senator, and well-respected President, he was a retailer 
whose most noted accomplishment was filing for 
bankruptcy. On top of this there is the irony that Donald 
Trump’s record in business is at best spotty. After building 
Manhattan’s Trump tower with money furnished by his 
fabulously successful real estate developer father, Donald 
had one failure after another. Several casinos went 

bankrupt. The Trump Shuttle went belly up. He lost         
control of the Plaza Hotel. After the court judged “Trump 
University” a fraud, he had to pay a twenty-five million 
dollar settlement. He had a reputation for themselves 
cheating contractors. His one notable success was being the 
host of television show, “The Apprentice,” where his talent 
for self-promotion and glibness made him a terrific 
showman. In the real estate world, Trump has for the most 
part not been a developer, but rather a gifted salesman who 
licenses his name on other people’s projects. Rather than 
labelling Donald Trump as a great real estate developer,       
I would    use the following words to describe him: 
Mountebank, charlatan, imposter, flimflammer, hustler; 
and a scary thing about such people, is that they often 
believe their own lies, and ironically are susceptible to 
hustles themselves. The question with Trump is not whether 
or not he will be a good or bad President, but rather, just 
how much damage he will do. 
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         HURT BY THE CHURCH? IT’S TIME TO TALK ABOUT IT 
                                                        by Jonathan Merritt – (The Atlantic) - February 6, 2017 

In 2010, Barna Group released a poll indicating that four out of ten non-church Americans claim they do not 
attend, due to negative experiences with churches or congregants. Seven years later, I doubt the numbers have 
improved. Countless Americans have been hurt by a church’s negative teachings, oppressive policies, immoral 
leaders, rigid expectations, and misbehaving members. 
But speaking of such matters has become taboo, creating a liability for religion writers like me. Some seem to believe 
that critiquing Christ’s church is the same as critiquing Christ. When I’ve engaged in the former, I’ve been called “hater,” “pessimist,” 
and “whiner,” among other labels not suitable for print. 

Maybe you’re like me. You love the church and have never left it. But you persist in belief that honesty is the only path to truth and 
confession opens the door to growth. If so, you need Carol Howard Merritt’s wonderful new book, “Healing Spiritual Wounds: 
Reconnecting With a Loving God After Experiencing a Hurtful Church.” She deals with how to share your suffering while healing from 
hurt. 

Below, we discuss the types of churches that inflict the most pain, how to heal, and of course, exactly how we are (not) related: 

RNS: Let’s start by addressing the elephant in the room. Explain to my readers exactly how we are related. I know it has to do with my 
Uncle Earnest’s second wife, but I can’t remember the details.  

CHM: Over the years, people have asked me if I was your wife, sister, or cousin. Alas, there is no immediate relation to my knowledge. 
Although, I think we should work out an honorary cousin agreement. 

RNS: What are the most common spiritual wounds inflicted by churches today? 

CHM: During my lifetime, it seems the most powerful damage the church has inflicted has to do with gender and sexuality—when 
religion complementarian gender roles, obsesses over purity culture, or condemns LGBTQ relationships. 

The judgment goes far beyond dirty looks when people try to attend a worship service. Christians work tirelessly to reduce access to birth 
control and dismantle vital health services for women. They launch powerful political campaigns to stop same-sex couples from entering 
into loving covenants. And churches encourage parents to reject their own sons and daughters, splintering families in the most painful 
ways when they do not adhere to certain religious sexual norms. All of these diminish our faith until it shrinks into a regimen of behavior 
control at the expense of our most cherished relationships. 

RNS: Why are spiritual wounds so damaging and impactful? 

CHM: Augustine said that our hearts are restless until we find our rest in God. Most of us are spiritual people. We live with an innate 
understanding that we must connect with something larger than ourselves, that our lives will make more sense when we understand a 
greater purpose. Liberal thinkers identify this existential longing as a “feeling of absolute dependence.” Conservative Christians identify it 
as a “God-shaped vacuum.” 

When a person has been spiritually wounded, that trauma carries the weight of God with it. The pain becomes entangled with our intimate 
knowledge of who God is, so we lose that link with something larger. When we try to maintain this vital connection with God, we begin 
to think that God is the one who hurt us–so God must be cruel, or perhaps we deserved punishment. 

RNS: Are there particular kinds of churches that seem to inflict harm disproportionately? 

CHM: Yes, there are certain churches that can be more complicit in abuse. Religion has the capacity to inspire us to be peaceful, loving, 
and fully human in the best sense, or it can make us controlling, violent, and cruel. We can learn a lot about how a church inflicts harm by 
listening for the ways that they describe God. People reflect the God they worship. So if people focus on an angry God, then they become 
angry people. On the other hand, if people worship a loving God, then they can be inspired to move about in the world as a beloved 
community. 

RNS: I know you aren’t a fan of the prosperity gospel. How do these kinds of churches often wound people?  

CHM: In the early 1900s, two important religious forces formed: the prosperity gospel and the social gospel. The prosperity gospel 
focused on how God would bless the individual with wealth and health, while the social gospel encouraged us to dream of the world as it 



 

 

ought to be. The prosperity gospel became a much stronger force in our country and has been a major influence on the Religious Right. 
This kind of church causes spiritual damage when it upholds the wealthy as blessed by God and shames the poor. It allows Christians to 
feel completely justified as they construct a society that no longer wages war on poverty, but on poor people. While Jesus commanded us 
to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and welcome the stranger, the prosperity gospel has proclaimed terrible news. Like a bad politician, 
it promises lollipops and rainbows while encouraging us to turn our backs on the most vulnerable in our society. 

RNS: What about ‘new Calvinism?’ I know people who feel these types of churches inflict a disproportionate amount of pain. What do 
you think? 

CHM: I’m a Calvinist and a pastor in the largest Presbyterian denomination, with the deepest historic roots. I study and teach alongside 
feminist theologians and biblical scholars. We read Calvin with a generous lens, as people who are reformed and still reforming. 

I don’t have a lot of experience with new Calvinism. I was confused when people disparaged Calvinists as ultra-conservative, or writers 
who talk about Calvinists as something completely different from the largest and most historic streams of thought. The main exposure I 
have to new Calvinism is to so  the avatars who attack me and other women writers regularly online. I physically wince when I think 
about them, like a dog who has been hit by her owner. So if we’re judging social media interactions, it seems new Calvinism stands in the 
forefront of Christians who inflict pain. 

RNS: What’s the first step in spiritual healing? 

CHM: We have to understand God in a different way and untangle God from the person or church that wounded us. This can be difficult, 
since most of us naturally connect with God through certain people or communities. 

If we grew up imagining God as angry and vengeful, we might think we deserve to suffer and pay divine retribution. Yet, if we embrace 
that God is love and reject every notion that goes against that understanding, then we can realize God’s true role in our pain. God does not 
wound us, God weeps alongside us. 

RNS: Is it important to speak out about failures of the church and religious leaders in your opinion or is that bullying the bride of Christ? 

CHM: As a pastor and religious leader, I receive a lot of complaints and it can feel exhausting. Hearing about a church’s failure can hurl 
us into hopelessness. Christians have incited religious warfare, homophobia, racism, and the subjugation of women. We’ve been 
responsible for policies that have contributed to gross economic disparity. We have a lot to confess. 

That’s why it’s extremely important for us to take inventory of the things that we’ve done wrong, seek forgiveness, and change our ways. 
I shudder to imagine someone who would be afraid to tell me about my failures, particularly if I’ve hurt that person. And if a person tells 
me about the failures of the church, I hope I would be able to have compassion and reconcile with the person. 

RNS: What role does sharing our suffering 
play in healing from church-inflicted 
wounds? 

CHM: As Christians, this concept is 
particularly vital because we have a 
suffering God, and so we know that we are 
not alone in our pain. Jesus was wounded; he 
still has the scars. He hears us. 

There is something powerful about going 
through sickness, grief, or pain in 
community. We can have a deep awareness 
so that people know, in their gut, what we’re 
going through. We can have compassion 
for others who ache. Sharing our suffering 
gives us inspiration to get through pain, 
because we know someone who has gone 
before us and endured. And it can allow us to remove the stigmas or shame surrounding our suffering. 

                                                                                                                          

       TRUE LOVE?           

                

                 AGENT            AGENT                 
                   RED              ORANGE 



 

 

                                       SWARM THE TRUMPEPHANT 
                                                                                 by Tyson Gill 
 
You are hopefully wondering what you can do, if 
anything, to push back against the unfolding tin-pot 
dictatorship of Donald Trumpf. The good news is that 
this President is particularly vulnerable in two critical 
areas. The first is his wallet. Money is all he cares 
about. The second is his brand, because that is what 
brings him his money. 

Both of these 
vulnerabilities are at 
the mercy of us, the 
public. If we work 
individually but in 
sufficient numbers 
we can bring him to 
his knees like an 

army of ants swarming to bring down an elephant – 
the Trumpephant. Trump is not really a great 
businessman. He doesn’t build or produce much of 
anything. The Trump hotels he pretends to own are 
mostly owned by others who just license his brand 
name. He is essentially just a brand marketer and his 
brand is his only real product. For example, his 
newest hotel, The Trump International Hotel and 
Tower in Vancouver was actually built by a 
Malaysian businessman named Joo Kim Tiah . 
Although Trump pretends to build and own these 
hotels, he does not. Mr. Tiah simply licensed the 
Trump name for branding and marketing. The Trump 
Hotel Collection just manages the hotel portion of the 
tower. Reportedly, Mr. Tiah attempted to cancel the 
licensing deal as soon as Donald Trump ran for 
President, but was unable to get out of his contract 
with the Trump Organization. This should show you 
just how vulnerable Trump is. All he has to sell is his 
brand; if that gold tarnishes, he has nothing left to 
sell to his major partners. All we need to do is to taint 
his brand name. We, you and I, can do that. We just 
need to take the Trump name that he has worked so 
hard to make synonymous with luxury and quality, 
and instead make it inextricably linked with 
corruption, lies, and excess. 
  
So, make “Trump” a part of your everyday language. 
Every time you wish to ridicule something or point 
out a poser or liar or charlatan or cheap excess, refer 
to it as a Trump. 
“Wow, check out that pathetic Trump over there.” 
“That guy was a pretentious idiot, I’m talking Trump 
grade. 
“The Congressman must think we are complete 

morons, he tried to pull a Trump on us.” 
“Wow he really messed up, an epic Trump-up.” 
“She looked absurdly tacky in that dress, a total 
Trump.“ “I wouldn’t be caught dead going in there. 
It’s so… Trump!” 
                                                                                   
You get the idea. Be imaginative, wicked, relentless, 
and merciless. We need to take away Trump’s only 
real asset by turning it into an overused joke – a 
derogatory expression that will endure for 
generations as a cautionary tale to those who would 
follow his example. We need to make sure that the 
next Joo Kim Tiah does not even consider signing a 
deal with the Trumps. 
  
YOU can ninja this Trump brand anti-marketing 
every day. But you can also take direct action by 
boycotting companies that peddle his ridiculous 
Trump crap. Boycotting DOES work. We know that. 
And boycotting in this case is easy. Just keep track 
of companies that sell Trump shit. Simply search 
their site for “Trump” or check this spreadsheet (see 
here). There is even an app for that (see here). 
  
For example, Amazon was petitioned for nearly a 
year to stop promoting Trump merchandise. They 
continue to do so. Now, I know you probably cannot 
stop using Amazon entirely, but you can still 
pressure them. On occasion, just go to their 
feedback page and send them an email saying that I 
am NOT buying my new <fill in the blank> from you 
because you continue to promote Trump. Do this for 
all the retailers you can. Even if you only do this 
occasionally, it is still huge when enough people do it 
together. One ant nibbling on the Trumpephant does 
nothing, but together we can reduce it to a zombie 
skeleton in minutes. 
  
Now I know you are probably rationalizing that it’s 
unfair to punish retailers. But you’re wrong. Now that 
Trump is President, these retailers are no longer 
non-political when they continue to sell his crap. So 
Amazon (as the largest example) is potentially 
currying favor with the White House and also 
implicitly condoning his activities by hawking his 
garbage. Don’t feel sorry for them, this is part of the 
territory. And are you thinking that boycotting is 
unfair because Trump cannot extricate himself from 
his businesses? Too bad! That would be like saying 
that it’s OK if Melania were a Slovenian spy 



 

 

because, well, he can’t really just be expected to 
divorce her! But that’s exactly what he would need to 
do, or step down as President. Our President simply 
cannot make policy that impacts Amazon and other 
retailers without concern about a conflict of interest, 
any more than he could remain free of legitimate 
concern if Melania were a known Slovenian spy. If 
retailers sell his products, will he favor them? If they 
do not might he punish them? Do companies favor 
him simply out of fear that he might punish them? He 
is, after all, famously petty and vindictive. We cannot 
ever know for sure, and every decision he makes 
has this inherent uncertainty. That is why his 
particular conflict of interest situation is deeply 
unacceptable and just one reason why Donald 
Trump is entirely unacceptable as President. 
  
Yes, maybe 50% of Americans voted for Trump 
knowing that he would have business conflicts while 

in office. So what? If 50% of America voted for a 
candidate with a spy-wife, we should not simply 
accept that situation either. If 50% of Americans 
voted for a slave owner, well that is why we have 
checks and balances – including direct action by the 
other 50%. 
                                                                                        
So, tarnish the brand as much as you can. Turn it 
into a sad cliché of a joke. At the same time, boycott 
not only Trump crap, but all companies that carry 
Trump crap. Make association with his brand a 
“loser” for business partners and retailers and 
elected officials and for voters. Oh yes, and keep 
organizing, protesting, and pestering your 
representatives. Call them out and embarrass them 
for aligning with Trump. We can bring down this 
lumbering Trumpephant that is trampling all over all 
our great nation – if we all relentlessly piranha his 
thin orange hide at every opportunity. 

 =====================================================================================                  
                 THE CONTENTS OF THE TRUMP’S’S PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY 
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                               THE NEW DARWIN AWARDS ARE HERE!! 

                                                 
The Darwin Awards are finally out. The annual honor given to the persons who did the gene pool the biggest service by 
killing themselves in the most extraordinarily stupid way. Last year’s winner was the fellow who was killed by a Coke 
machine which toppled over on top of him as he was attempting to tip a free soda out.  
 

This year’s winner was a real rocket scientist... HONEST!  

Now, the winner of this year’s Darwin Award (bestowed, as always, posthumously):  
 

The Arizona Highway Patrol came upon a pile of smoldering metal embedded in the side of a cliff rising above the road at 
the apex of a curve. The wreckage resembled the site of an airplane crash, but it was a car. The type of car was unidentifiable 
at the scene. Police investigators finally pieced together the mystery. An amateur rocket scientist.... had somehow gotten hold 
of a JATO bottle (Jet Assisted Take Off, actually a solid-fuel rocket) that is used to give heavy military transport planes an 
extra ‘push’ for taking off from short airfields. He had driven his Chevy Impala out into the desert and found a long, straight 
stretch of road. He attached the JATO unit to the car, jumped in, got up some speed and fired off the JATO!  
 

The facts as best as could be determined are that the operator of the 1967 Impala hit the JATO ignition at a distance of 
approximately 3.0 miles from the crash site. This was established by the scorched and melted asphalt at that location.  
 

The JATO, if operating properly, would have reached maximum thrust within 5 seconds, causing the Chevy to reach speeds 
well in excess of 350 mph and continuing at full power for an additional 20 -25 seconds.  
 

The driver, and soon-to-be pilot, would have experienced G-forces usually reserved for dogfighting F -14 jocks under full 
afterburners, causing him to become irrelevant for the remainder of the event.  
 

However, the automobile remained on the straight highway for about 2.5 miles (15-20 seconds) before the driver applied and 
completely melted the brakes, blowing the tires and leaving thick rubber marks on the road surface, then becoming airborne 
for an additional 1.4 miles and impacting the cliff face at a height of 125 feet, making a blackened crater 3 feet deep in the 
rock.  
 

Most of the driver’s remains were not recoverable. However, small fragments of bone, teeth and hair were extracted from the 
crater, and fingernail and bone shards were removed from a piece of debris believed to be a portion of the steering wheel.  
 

Epilogue: It has been calculated that this moron attained a ground speed of approximately 420-mph, though much of his 
voyage was not actually on the ground.  
 

You couldn’t make this stuff up, could you?   
                                                                                                                                                 
                     AND PEOPLE JUST LIKE THIS ARE ALL AROUND US,                        
        BREEDING & VOTING!!!… SCARY THOUGHT, ISN’ T IT ?!!! 



 

 

                   WHY TRUMP HAS BEEN ABLE TO GET AWAY WITH IT:  
                                            IN A WORD RELIGION  
                                          (SUBMITTED TO NY TIMES AS POSSIBLE OP-ED) 

                                                                                          by Eric Stone 

Trump’s lies are now legendary.  The man spouts falsehoods whenever and wherever he is and goes. He is shameless, guiltless and 
fearless, which certainly qualifies him as a psychopath. But that doesn’t answer the question of why haven’t the American people come 
down hard on him and strongly condemned him for such unethical behavior? Why has he continued to get so much support from them? 
Most people in this country will not like my answer which is: religion. As an AtheistI have been able to discern this a little more easily 
than most because I have read about it happening at other times in the history of religion. 

America is the most religious democracy on earth. Greater percentages of our citizens believe in God, the Devil, the afterlife, miracles, the 
supernatural, and angels than of any other democratic country. Our government is dominated by believers and our citizens forced to 
respect the priority of their beliefs over all other rights and freedoms. Public disrespect of religion is almost illegal in the USA, with faith 
in God proclaimed on the back of police vehicles and all politicians aware that any public criticism of it by them means political death. 
Believers enjoy all kinds of legal and financial advantages over nonbelievers. Even our high school students may not be taught about 
subjects, such as evolution and geology, that contradict scripture. 

The very basis of religion is its profound anti-intellectualism and authoritarianism. The institution spurns rationality, science and objective 
evidence in favor of faith and loyalty to Church and God.  It cares much less about objectivity and scientific or even legal truth than about 
religious dogma, loyalties and the saving of the faith and its continued domination of society. It cares much more about serving and 
bringing a greater glory to God than about human rights, freedoms and needs.  It is totalitarian in nature and driven to conquer all that is 
secular which is to be converted to religious. All facts that contradict its dogma are disputed or challenged and labeled secular lies. The 
young are indoctrinated with obligatory respect and obedience to the clergy and Church and are taught that those who do not believe in 
God are evil, should be hated and will be punished. 

The similarities between the anti-intellectualism of Trump and that of religion are obvious. In both cases objective evidence and realities 
are overruled by the desires and dogma of leaders. The same was true of all the fascist dictators of the 20th century.  The reason why 
Trump has not been condemned by the American public is that as a clever con-man he has exploited their religious fervor and is using it 
for his own benefit. Although probably devoid of any belief in God, he is manipulating the still-large majority of religious Americans into 
believing that he is a modern-day protector of the faith who will fight all advances of secular rights. He is therefore seen by them as a 
“visionary” who can do no wrong. When he says “the polls are rigged” it is understood that this is how he defends them against the loss 
of an election and asks their support for his lies to so that they and he can appear undaunted and victorious. They therefore readily give 
him the same unquestioning and unqualified support as they would the dogma of their Church and then come out for him in droves on 
election day to vanquish the secular. 

The religious people of America are fighting for the survival of faith in an age of science and technology. This is why vast numbers of 
them support Trump fanatically―which he understands and is cleverly exploiting. I do not know if there is anything that can be done to 
stop the catastrophe that this portends. However, I still have the hope that the American people have some surviving sense of reality and 
ethics and can be persuaded to resist his call to fanaticism―if we can show them that it will lead to disaster. This means that all the 
freethinkers among us must commit themselves to getting this message out as widely to as many people as we can.  
The author is a retired scientist and Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry and Pharmacology, New York University Langone School of 
Medicine 
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                           2017 NYCA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM            
                      NYC Atheists is a 501(c)3 educational organization 
              All dues, contributions and gift memberships are 100% tax deductible 

Through our programs and activities, we have worked to raise awareness of our principles, our vision and, 
above all, of our existence as Atheists. We have done it through our Speaker Meetings, our Website, our 
Meetups, our Cable Shows, our Street Tabling and our Newsletter to enhance our visibility—all of which 
are funded by your membership. 
With the continued growth of our membership, we gather strength in numbers and will more effectively 
counteract the threats to our beliefs from the Trump presidency in these troubling times. 
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1. To promote the total and absolute separation of church and state 

2. To educate and inform the public about Atheism 

3. To provide a forum for discussion about Atheism 

4. To develop and engage in educational, cultural, charitable and social activities that are beneficial to 
 the members of the NYC Atheists Inc., the Atheist community, and the community at large. 

Signature: ________________________________________________ Date: ________________ 
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2) NYC ATHEISTS INC. SEND APPLICATION TO:                                                                                   
NYC ATHEISTS INC. – MEMBERSHIP                                                                                                                 
P.O. Box 6060                                                                                                                                                                   
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3) CREDIT CARD PAYMENT: go to NYC Atheists website  (http://nycatheists.org/nyca-
membership/), click on get involved / click on membership                                                                                                                  
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Our civil rights efforts for Atheist goals can be strengthened if you make NYCA the beneficiary  
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CUOMO UNVEILS PLAN FOR CHILD VICTIMS ACT THAT WOULD DO AWAY WITH STATUTE OF LIMITATION       
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/cuomo-unveils-plan-child-victims-act-1.2943920                                             
----------------------------------------------- 
SEVEN NEWLY IDENTIFIED PLANETS ORBITING A NEARBY STAR OFFER A REALISTIC CHANCE TO SEEK SIGNS 
OF LIFE BEYOND THE SOLAR SYSTEM                                                        
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/22/science/trappist-1-exoplanets-nasa.html?_r=0                                                          
-------------------------------------------------- 

TRUMP IMPEACHED? YOU CAN BET ON IT                                                                         
http://www.politico.com/story/2017/02/trump-impeachment-bets-234931                                                                                        
-----------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                            
THE HIGHEST-PAIDTRUMP IMPERSONATOR                                                   
http://www.cnn.com/videos/cnnmoney/2016/07/21/donald-trump-impersonator-cnnmoney.cnn                                                  
-----------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                                    
NEW JERSEY CONGRESSMAN INVOKES 1924 TAX LAW GIVING CONGRESS POWER TO EXAMINE TRUMP'S TAX 
RETURNS                                                                              
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/02/11/congressman-rarely-used-law-could-make-trump-tax-
returns-public/97788564 /                                                                                                                                                                                    
----------------------------------------------- 

SCIENTISTS CREATE A PART-HUMAN, PART-PIG EMBRYO — RAISING THE POSSIBILITY OF INTERSPECIES 
ORGAN TRANSPLANTS 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4161022/Human-animal-hybrid-embryo-created-time.html                              
-----------------------------------------------  

INFLUENTIAL CONSERVATIVE GROUP: TRUMP, DEVOS SHOULD DISMANTLE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT AND 
BRING GOD INTO CLASSROOMS                                                                                          
http://education.tdprofiti.com/influential-conservative-group-trump-devos-should-dismantle-education-department-
and-bring-god-into-classrooms.html                                                                                                                                                            
--------------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                            
SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER SAYS AMERICAN HATE GROUPS ARE ON THE RISE 
https://www.splcenter.org/hate-map/                                                                                                                                                               
-----------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                         
10 EGREGIOUS MYTHS THE RELIGIOUS PERPETUATE ABOUT ATHEISTS, DEBUNKED 
http://www.salon.com/2015/04/21/10_egregious-
myths_the_religious_perpetuate_about_atheists_debunked_partner/                                                                                 
------------------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                                    
POLL SHOWS ATHEISTS NOW MORE POPULAR THAN EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANS AMONG 
DEMOCRATS                                                                                                              
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/americans-rate-jews-highest-muslims-lowest-on-feeling-
thermometer_us_58a3579fe4b094a129ef90e9                                                                                                                            
------------------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                  
THE TRUMP EFFECT? A STUNNING NUMBER OF EVANGELICALS WILL NOW ACCEPT POLITICIANS’ ‘IMMORAL’ 
ACTS                                                                                                                                           
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp/2016/10/19/the-trump-effect-evangelicals-have-become-
much-more-accepting-of-politicians-immoral-acts/?utm_term=.7c98f6dfea20 



 

 

                                                         
                               ONE LESS GOD 

                   IF YOU DO NOT BELIEVE IN ANY OF THEM 
                                THEN YOU ARE AN ATHEIST 
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                    JUDAISM                                                ISLAM                                              CHRISTIAN  
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                                 WHEN YOU ARE SICK 
 

                                                                         
 

             IF YOU PRAY AND / OR TAKE MEDICATION 
      

                                          
                                    
                                 AND GO TO A DOCTOR 
 

                                               
 
                      YOU ARE AN ATHEIST 
          



 

 

                         ARE WE A CHRISTIAN NATION?                      
                             Vic Losick is a documentary filmmaker based in NYC 
Yes, and no….Ever since Native Americans were outnumbered by the white man, the United States has had a population whose 
citizens were, and continue to be, overwhelmingly Christian. Yet our country’s Founders, also mostly Christian, created a secular 
federal government; differentiating “We the People” from “a more perfect Union. As we have learned, Evangelical Christians played 
an important, if not critical role in the victory of Donald Trump as President of the United States of America. Secularists of all stripes 
are understandably concerned not only because his cabinet selections are almost all Christian, but because they are almost all 
fundamentalist Christian. It is this cohort whose basic misunderstanding and propagandizing of just who we are needs to be addressed 
and corrected. Religion is divisive (i.e. “the chosen people,” “No one comes to the Father except through me.”) yet many conservative 
politicians continue to proclaim that we are indeed a Christian nation. “Just how did we get here?” you may ask. Once the Puritans 
landed on our shores, the first battle of what was to become our culture wars was engaged. To be sure, we are one of the most 
religious countries in the developed world. And the legitimacy of the Christian culture that flourishes around us is not, and should not 
be questioned. But rather, any controversy resides in the nature of the relationship between our personal religion and our collective 
government. 

During the 1950’s when the “religious” West was fighting “godless” communism the United States made certain religious/political 
gestures stressing this difference between the two systems: “Under God” was inserted into the Pledge of Allegiance; a National Day of 
Prayer was instituted; and “In God We Trust” replaced “E Pluribus Unum” as our national motto. However, in the 1960’s the Supreme 
Court handed down several decisions limiting religion in governmental affairs: organized prayer was banned from public schools 
(Schempp); only evolution was to be taught as science in public schools (Epperson); and tests that define church & state separation 
were established (Lemon). Resistance to this judicial secularism increasingly manifested itself in the Moral Majority movement, in 
which the organized Christian Right began a push-back movement that continues to this day. 

Fundamentalist Christians assert that the divine character of our government is derived by the fact that: “God,” “Creator,” and 
“Providence” are mentioned in the Declaration of Independence. Separatists, however counter that, after Cornwallis surrendered to 
Washington at the Battle of Yorktown in 1781, it was not the Declaration of Independence that the Founders used as the basis from 
which to govern. Rather, they reconvened and established a new government, crafting a different document as the source of our laws; 
at first it was the Articles of Confederation; and then it was, and still is, the Constitution. While those who extol religion as the sole 
formative factor cite the numerous letters the Founders wrote referencing the virtues of religion and morality, the secularist can 
respond, “Yes, the Founders praised religion & morality, but the government that they ultimately established was entirely and 
deliberately non-theistic, for the Constitution neither endorses, nor opposes any religion.” 

Fundamentalists also maintain that the references to religious symbols in some official buildings establish that our government was 
indeed founded on “Judeo-Christian principles,” a) the depiction of Moses in the frieze of the Supreme Court, b) “Praise God” 
engraved at the top of the Washington Monument, and c) an emblem of the ten Commandments embedded in the floor of the National 
Archives, support their view. To which the irreligious retort, a) “Does the shape of the Supreme Court building based on the Parthenon 
in Athens make us pagans?” b) “Does the statue of the Roman god Mars in the Capitol rotunda suggest we are polytheists?” and c) 
“Do the ‘eye’ and ‘pyramid’ icons on the back of the dollar bill confirm us all as unwitting Freemasons? 

There are tens of millions of American Christians, whose religious beliefs are paramount to their identity. Their 
sincerity is unquestioned. But ironically, their sincerity has been misappropriated and hijacked by those who 
insist that any defense of a secular constitution is fundamentally un-American. Such shameful demagoguery and 
pandering can be seen, and heard from an increasing number of journalists, politicians, and clergy, all in the 
cause of higher ratings, more votes, or larger congregations.  In their campaign to Christianize the essential non-
definitive religious nature of our American government they purposely confuse, blur, and misuse concepts such 
as: religion, belief, and morality, with the effect of conflating a Christian population with a secular government. 
Only our public schools, that have a duty to educate and produce knowledgeable and well-informed citizens, 
can remedy this confusion. Sadly, courses in basic civics remain inadequate, if taught at all. While our Founders 
were masterful in their creation of a democratically elected republic, they were apprehensive of the “tyranny of 
the majority.” So, should we not, in a Christian majority society, remember that secular values define our 
pluralistic and democratic government, and also remember that what makes us truly exceptional is our respect 
for all individual citizens, Christian or not.



 

 

                       

 
                       WOODY ALLEN: ATHEIST QUOTES 

                                                                              
  
FILMS                                                                                                                                                                            
“To you I’m an atheist; to God, I’m the Loyal Opposition.” – Stardust Memories 

“Between the Pope and air conditioning, I’d choose air conditioning.” – Deconstructing Harry 

I was thrown out of NYU my freshman year for cheating on my metaphysics final, you know.                   
I looked within the soul of the boy sitting next to me. - Annie Hall  

If it turns out that there is a God, I don’t think that he’s evil. But the worst that you can say 
about him is that basically he’s an underachiever. - Love and Death  

WRITINGS  

God is silent, now if only we can get Man to shut up. -  Side Effects  

More than at any other time in history, mankind faces a crossroads. One path leads to despair 
and utter hopelessness. The other, to total extinction. Let us pray we have the wisdom to 
choose correctly. - Side Effects  

It’s not that I’m afraid to die. I just don’t want to be there when it happens. - Death  

Not only is there no God, but try getting a plumber on weekends. - New Yorker , ‘My 
Philosophy’ 

MISCELLANEOUS 

If only God would give me some clear sign! Like making a large deposit in my name at a Swiss 
bank. 

I prayed for a bicycle, never got one, so I stole one 

To me there’s no real difference between a fortune-teller or a fortune cookie and any  

If you want to make God laugh, tell him about your plans. 



 

 

    
 

                                     ONE LINERS  
ATHEISM: SETS YOU FREE                                                                                                                               

THE BETTER LIFE / FREEDOM / TRUTH SEEKERS /  REALIST                                                                                                                                                              
THE ROMANS BELIEVED THAT CHRISTIANS WERE ATHEISTS 																																			
WHAT TYPE OF SHOES DO ATHEISTS WEAR? THOSE WITH NO SOLE  

PRAYER TALKING TO ONESELF                                                                                                           

LOW RATE OF RETURN                                                                                                                                    
JUNK MAIL                                                                                                                                 
SPAM 

GOD IS IN THE WITNESS PROTECTION PROGRAM GOD (BUYER BEWARE – NO WARRENTY} 																																																								

GOD’S PHONE – OUT OF ORDER / WRONG NUMBER / DISCONNECTED                                               
PROVE THERE IS NO GOD – NO: YOU HAVE TO PROVE THERE IS ONE                                                     
NOT ME GOD BLESS YOU                                                                                                                                     
IF THERE WAS A GOD I WOULD NOT SNEEZE 																																																			
GOD’S FUNERAL – EMPTY CASKET  

RELIGION  FALSE NEWS JUNKIES                                                                                                                                                                                                        
THINK THAT THEY ARE THE CHOSEN PEOPLE                                                                                  
DELUSIONARY SOCIETY / FRATERNITY 																																																									 																																																																													
SNAKE OIL  

CHURCH A GIANT ATM MACHINE (THAT DOES NOT GIVE CHANGE)  

POLYATHEIST DO NOT BELIEVE IN MANY GODS  

HEAVEN:	HAVE TO DIE TO GET IN																																																											

GOOD GIRLS GO TO HEAVEN – BAD GIRLS GO EVERYWHERE                                                                  
ITS NOT WORTH IT                                                                                                                                         
VIRGIN TERRITORY	

HELL	HEAVEN FOR THE CLIMATE / HELL FOR THE COMPANY (MARK TWAIN)  
UNDERGROUND ECONOMY                                                                                                            
UNDERWORLD SOCIETY 
      
      PLEASE SEND YOUR ONE LINERS: NYCATHEISTS@GMAIL.COM 



 

 

                                UPCOMING EVENTS: MARCH 2017 
 
MARCH 12, 2017 (SUN.)      12 NOON                         
NYC ATHEISTS BRUNCH  

SPEAKER: DAVE SILVERMAN 

PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ATHEISTS  

                                                                
SUBJECT: AMERICAN ATHEISTS’ TRUMP ACTION 
PLAN, HOW CAN NYCA AND AA WORK TOGETHER 

LOCATION: THE PRESS BOX RESTAURANT, 932 
SECOND AVENUE (BET. 49TH & 50TH STS.) 2ND 
FLOOR.  

COST: BRUNCH IS $20, INCLUDES BUFFET 
ENTREES, SALAD, ONE SOFT DRINK, COFFEE, TAX 
AND TIP.  

=====================================       
MARCH 14. 2017 (TUES.)                             7:00PM                              
WE WANT TO HEAR YOUR OPINION NYC ATHEISTS 
DISCUSSION MEETUP   

GROUP LEADER: LEE MOORE 

                              
TOPIC:  WILL BE DECIDED OR NEAR   DATE OF 
MEETING 

LOCATION: STONE CREEK, 140 EAST 27TH ST., 
(3RD/LEX) – REAR ROOM                                                           

COST: FREE, BUT PARTICIPANTS ARE EXPECTED 
TO PURCHASE DRINK, FOOD TO COMPENSATE 
STONE CREEK FOR THEIR SPACE.  

 

 

 

 

MARCH 30, 2017 (THURS.)                  6:30PM                              
NYC ATHEISTS MONTHLY MEETING 

SPEAKER: RAFAEL O'HALLORAN 

                              
 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF RADIOLOGY, ICAHN 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AT MOUNT SINAI. 

SUBJECT: BRAIN-IMAGING TECHNOLOGY, 
NEUROLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DISEASES 

LOCATION: SLC CONFERENCE CENTER,                       
15 WEST 39TH ST. - 3RD FLOOR / 5TH / 6TH 

COST: WE ASK FOR A DONATION OF $10 TO HELP 
COVER ROOM RENTAL.                               
=============================================== 

 

 
AMERICAN ATHEISTS  

2017 CONVENTION  
 

AUGUST 19-21,  CHARLESTON, 
SOUTH CAROLINA  

 

COINCIDES WITH TOTAL SOLAR 
ECLIPSE 



 

 

                                                                                                   
  NYC   ATHEISTS                                                               
  BOX 6060                                                                   
  NY, NY 10150-6060 

   
 UPCOMING EVENTS AND MEETINGS 

 
 

MARCH 2017 
 

   MARCH         12*                SUN.           12:00 PM            NYCA BRUNCH & SPEAKER                                             
   MARCH         14**              TUES.           7:00 PM            NYCA MEET-UP DISCUSSION GROUP                                        
   MARCH         30***            THURS.       6:30 PM             NYCA MONTHLY MEETING 
==========================================================  

                                                                       APRIL 2017 
 
   APRIL              9*                SUN.           12:00 PM            NYCA BRUNCH & SPEAKER                                             
   APRIL            18**              TUES.           7:00 PM            NYCA MEET-UP DISCUSSION GROUP                                        
   APRIL            27***            THURS.       6:30 PM            NYCA MONTHLY MEETING 
============================================================  
   *             PRESS BOX RESTAURANT & PUB – 932 SECOND AVE. (49/50TH ST.) – 2ND FLOOR                                               
   **           STONE CREEK BAR AND LOUNGE – 140 EAST 27TH ST. (3RD/LEX) – REAR ROOM                                                    
   ***         SLC CONFERENCE CENTER – 15 WEST 39TH STREET (3RD FLOOR)  
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
                                                               NYC ATHEISTS CABLE SHOWS                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                              SPECTRUM  RCN  FIOS 
  WEDNESDAYS:  5:30 PM             ATHEISM IN HISTORY                          1997           84       35 
                         
  THURSDAYS:    5:00 PM               NYC ATHEISTS                                            67           85       36   
                                5:30 PM               “MY ROAD TO ATHEISM”                        67           85       36 
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